Katz, Schlow Attain Top School Posts; Lipton, Schoenberg, Berman Selected

The Baruch School teach-in on Vietnam will be held tonight, beginning at 8:15 in the School auditorium. Tonight's seminar, sponsored by THE TICKER, THE REPORTER, and both Day and Evening Session Student Councils, "is an attempt to inform the student about the facts that surround the present situation in Vietnam," stated Miss Jacqueline Jasou, editor-in-chief of THE REPORTER.

"All sides of the issue will be heard," stated Miss Jasou. "The purpose of this seminar is to inform Baruch School students about all the issues, and this will be an excellent opportunity for all interested students to learn more about such a vital issue," she said.

The majority of the speakers are from the College community. Besides the Baruch faculty, Professor Edward Amer, Political Science Department, of Queens College will attend. Mr. Engler will speak on "The United States and the World in Revolution."

The teach-in will end with a debate between Mr. David McReynolds, a member of the Socialist party, and Mr. Kieran O'Doherty, chairman of the National Affairs Committee of the Congress Party.
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

To the Editor of THE TICKER:

The teach-in is a method of demonstrating our desire to know "American things in America" for over a quarter of a century. As an American, I want to be part of the American culture, and I want to be able to participate in the decisions that affect my country. I believe that the teach-in is a valid way to express these feelings, and I would like to see it continued.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

---

Letters

Spring Fashions

By TON NICHAS

The fashion world this spring is split widely over the proper coiffure. It seems as though there is no end to the debate over what is proper, and what is not. But a visitor to any of the nation's capitals soon discovers that the debate has little substance.

The women's wear industry is dominated by a few designers who are always looking for the next big thing. They seem to be constantly changing their minds, and it is difficult for the average consumer to keep up. Even more confusing is the fact that the designers themselves are not always sure what they want.

In conclusion, I believe that the proper coiffure is a matter of personal taste, and that it is important to choose a style that makes you feel comfortable and confident. The best advice I can give is to try out different styles and see which one you like best.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
Beavers To Meet LIU in Final Tilt; Will Be Cast in the Role of Spoiler

In just one week the City College baseball team fell from the peak of success to the valley of defeat. Saturday, the Beavers will meet the league leading Blackbirds of Long Island University—but not as competitors for the Conference crown. Instead, they will be cast in the role of spoilers.

Coach Mishkin says, "I will start my best players, and you can be sure that I will not allow any ‘let down in team spirit.'"

In addition to the L.I.U. game, the Lavender will face Fordham, Friday, at the Rams' Field. Both contests are scheduled as round robin games, but only one, the L.I.U. tilt, will be played at Macombs Dam Field. The match between Fordham and Macombs Dam was postponed and the only possible date for a make-up was May 5. Since Macombs was not available, City agreed to play at Rose Hill, with the understanding that they will return the favor next year. When the left-fielder had a lab class Friday afternoon, so he will not be able to play.

Seppgott, Ralph Mastruzzo, will start in right field. Ralph has four hits in fourteen at-bats. He has impressed Coach Mishkin with his timely hitting and his ability to keep cool under pressure.

The fine play of senior second baseman Steve Beccalori has been another surprise. Steve, always considered an excellent base-runner and a fine defensive player, has helped Coach Mishkin with his fielding and power hitting. L.R.U. baseball coach, Sol Ginsberg, of Brooklyn, said: "Barry is the finest defensive player on the field." Previously the Faculty Student Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics (FSCIA) recommended three upsets against the Rams for the Beavers to practice and play against. The Beavers will now be considered underdogs against the Rams. A couple of breaks could have been 5-1. The Rams have achieved as many 9-4 and 7-4 records in the league. This year, the Beavers are undefeated in league play. Much the same as the Beavers, they play quickly, but they have lost four straight league games.

The Rams are a group of strong, experienced batters. They have the ability to knock any pitcher out of the box. But their main weakness this season has been their lack of consistency.

For example, last Saturday, Ron Golebinski was 0-6 against arch-rival Manhattan. But the rest of his teammates did not hit very well, and the result was a 10-0 defeat.

Selection

By yesterday's elections, Steve Scherr was elected the vice-president of the City College Athletic Association. He received 964 "yes" votes to 166 "no" votes. Frank Cassidy and Richard Vesper were elected as seniors to the association. All three candidates were unopposed.

Barry Mandel:

Walks Softly, Carries Big Glove

Baruchian Barry Mandel is a man that walks softly and carries a big glove. C.C.N.Y. baseball coach, Sol Ginsberg, commenting on Barry's play says: "Barry is the finest fielding shortstop I ever have had on my team. He plays out there, 'reminds me of the great Yankee shortstop,' Phil Rizzuto. He can go to his left and his right with exceptional ease." Barry has turned in some spectacular plays at the shortstop position. One of the finest plays he has made this season was in the Iona game where he went deep behind second base to grab a grounder and throw out his man out.

Barry started his career at an early age. As a three-year-old he played in the New York City Public League. Barry won the Most Valuable Player award. Barry started playing for Bronx Science High School in his sophomore year. He played in the Ponys and the Rams. In his senior year Barry batted .380 with 694 "yes" votes to 166 "no" votes. But apparently there was not enough interest even among team members to warrant maintenance of the team; (3) it was reported that in previous years the attendance of players sometimes was as low as six.

However, Baruch basketball coach George Wolfe reported at FSCIA that Canyon attendance by players averaged about eleven to twelve.
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